PRODUCED BY EXPERTS
FOR EXPERTS!

Produced by experts for experts.

About us

Our laboratories produce a wide array of solutions used by
private investigators, Law Enforcement units, intelligence
agencies, state organizations, and television channels
worldwide.

TSCM COUNTER MEASURS

YRI SPECTRUM ANALYZER

IN09761

The YRI Spectrum Analyzer is designed to detect illicit eavesdropping signals, perform site
surveys for communication systems, conduct radio frequency, analyze, and investigate misuse
of the RF spectrum.
The YRI is a portable system with three types of TSCM solutions; the spectrum analyzer that
sweeps 6 GHz in real time, a Wi-Fi network scanner and a wireless camera scanner.
The hardware of the system comprises of:
i7 Lenovo touch screen computer, a Samsung tablet, wireless camera detector, USB connectors,
fan, antennas etc. The system can be divided in to two independent portable units with internal
batteries for 3 hours of operation.
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AUDIO RECORDERS

TAVOR AUDIO RECORDER

CARMEL AUDIO RECORDER

A miniature recording device for covert audio
surveillance. Highly sensitive, records 12 bit with
low power consumption support up to 256 GB.

A small audio recording device in a size of SD card.
Highly sensitive recording saved to a microSD card
that support up to 128 GB.

Special control software with optional:

Special control software with optional:

■■Time scheduled recording.

■■Time scheduled recording, encryption.

■■Encryption by drawing.
■■Voice Activation (VOX).
■■Sampling frequencies 5-44 kHz uncompressed
or with 4bit ADPCM.
■■Automatic gain control (AGC).

■■Voice Activation (VOX), Adjustable recording
qualities.
■■An internal battery for memory configuration.
■■Knowles microphone.
■■Download records by USB Connector.

■■Knowles microphone.

■■Operates voltage 5v.

TAVOR CK

HERMON-MICRO AUDIO RECORDER

Professional audio recording device hidden in
original car key holder (such as Hunyadi / VW,
etc.)

High quality sound recorder with a built in memory of 4GB.

Special control software with optional:
■■Time scheduled recording.

■■VOX or scheduled recording.

■■Encryption by drawing.
■■Voice Activation (VOX).
■■Sampling frequencies 5-44 kHz
uncompressed or with 4bit ADPCM.

Unique control software with optional:
■■Encryption.
■■Quality 5-22 kHz uncompressed or 4 bit ADPCM.
■■Auto gain control (AGC).
■■Knowles microphone.
■■Operates with 3v battery.

■■Automatic gain control (AGC).
■■Knowles microphone.
■■Rechargeable Battery for 20 hours of
continuous recording.
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AUDIO RECORDERS
IN09765

STING 2
Audio recording device with a built in 4GB memory.
High quality, ideal for recording a meeting, easily
integrated inside a bag etc.

STING 10
Electric socket with an integrated high quality audio
recorder. Ideal for long operational missions.
The system captures sound of the entire room.
Software configuration. Optional encrypted files,
scheduled recording etc. a verity types of the socket
are available for different countries.

FIXED LINE AUDIO RECORDER

STING 3

ASDL filter embedded with hidden recording
system. The device receives its electrical current
from the phone line. Records up to 1,000 hours
conversation on removable able micro SD card.

Miniature professional recorder. Smaller than
AAA battery. Enables continuous recording (25
HRS) or by VOS -35 hours- 3 levels of recording
qualities HQ, LP AND XHQ.

STING 5
Professional audio recorder delivers high quality
recording.
2 recording modes:
Continuous mode -12 days or by VOS up to 30.
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HIDDEN AUDIO RECORDER
IN BELT BUCKLE
Belt buckle with hidden space store and
conceal recording devices, GPS, GSM etc.
Ideal for undercover agents. Available in 3
colors.
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AUDIO RECORDERS

INTEGRATE AUDIO RECORDER INSIDE
A CARTOON
■■A miniature recording device for covert audio surveillance
that integrate inside a cartoon.
■■Highly sensitive recording with encryption saved to a micro
SD card that support up to 256 GB.
■■Ideal for installation inside a book, boxes.
■■Configuration by special software.
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AUDIO SURVEILLANCE
RECORDERS
VIDEO

EAGLE 5
Tactical hidden HD camera recording placed
in electrical box in a size of 7x6cm. Records up
to 48hrs by motion detect to a micro SD card
(up to 128GB). Option for schedule recording,
motion detect, date time stamp. Configuration
by software.

EAGLE 5+ HIDDEN CAMERA
IN ELECTRICAL BOX 10X10
Tactical hidden HD camera recording
placed in electrical box in a size of 10x10cm.
Records up to 7 days by motion detect to
a micro SD card (up to 128GB). Option for
schedule recording, motion detect, date
time stamp.
Configuration by software.

ROCK WITH CAMERA

Z-16

Integrated system with standalone DVR and
camera, hidden inside realistic rock from
polymer or other material. Ideal for tactical
operations. Operates up to 10 days in the
field.

DVR module with low power consumption for
integration. support two kinds of cameras
160 degrees (wide range) and 68 degrees
(pinhole). Can records by motion detect to a
micro sd card (up to 128GB).
Option for schedule recording, motion
detect, date time stamp.
Configuration by software.
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EAGLE 10
Electric socket with hidden camera. support up to 128GB. Operates by battery for 24 hours
in motion detect mode. Download data by hidden connectors. a verity types of the socket are
available for different countries.

CAR PHONE HOLDER WITH DVR
Hidden HD camera placed in a car phone holder.
Ideal for recording hidden movies inside a car.
Records up to 15 hours by battery or continuous
recording by connecting to the car voltage.
Option for motion detect, schedule recording,
date time stamp. Configuration by software.
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WIFI /GSM/RF DEVICES

KIDON - WIFI AUDIO RECORDER
Audio recording system that transmit the recorded files by WI-FI to a mobile phone / tablet /
computer by access point or by WI-FI network. Can transmit the files to FTP server or email.
Designed specifically for law enforcement agencies.
Configurations by friendly interface.
Programming Options:

ARBEL TL-GSM LISTENING
DEVICE FOR LANDLINE
GSM bug for listening to incoming & outgoing calls on
a land line in real-time; transmitting the conversation
through the cellular network to the administrator’s
phone that configured by SMS command.

■■Adjustable recording qualities.
■■Voice detection (VOX)
■■Scheduled Wi-Fi activation
■■Operates by: 3.7v - 5v

Z62 HIDDEN WI-FI CAMERA
MODULE

3G

Hidden Wi-Fi / 3G HD camera module.
Enables to transmission of video & audio by 3G or
Wi-Fi to a mobile phone (by App) or to computer.
Low power consumption for long operation. May
be operated by p2p up to 25 meters. Easy interface
for system configuration. Can be alerted motion.
Supports 64 GB SD card.
Operates by: 3.7v - 5v

ARBEL GSM BUG
Professional listening device for real-time
surveillance in a size of a sim card. One of the
smallest GSM listening devices Available today
in the market. Operates using a micro sim. High
quality microphone for quality sound, Password
protection for authorized listener.
open the microphone and DTMF for gain control
1-5.
Operates by: 3.7v - 5v
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3G

HIDDEN 3G CAMERA IN ROCK

3G

Hidden HD 3G camera integrate inside realistic rock.
Enables video transmission by 3G. Can be operated
P2P up to 25 meters. Can watch the video broadcast
and the recorded files with special app to cellphone
/ tablet / computer. Ideal for tactical operations.
Operates up to 72 hours in field.
Option to add additional battery.
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WI-FI

3G

HIDDEN 3G CAMERA IN
ELECTRICAL BOX 10X10

3G

■■Hidden HD 3G camera integrate inside electric
box 10x10cm.
■■Enables video transmission by 3G. Can be
operated P2P up to 25 meters.
■■Recorded files can be downloaded with
special app to cell / tablet / computer.
■■Ideal for tactical operations. Operates up to
24 hours in field.

TACTICAL WI-FI TRANSMITTER WITH HIDDEN BUTTON
■■Micro Wi-Fi system with button camera.
■■Operates by Wi-Fi or by 3G router.
■■Ideal for undercover operations.

3G
TACTICAL SYSTEM WITH INTEGRATE 3G HD CAMERA IN WALL
SIGN
3G Hidden HD video surveillance system integrated inside a wall sign in a thickness of 1cm. Ideal
for tactical units in urban areas. Live video streaming, motion detect alarm and files download
by web. Operate by special APP or web May be attached with scotch tape or magnets to a wall.
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WI-FI

AUDIO JAMMER KOL1

HIDDEN WI-FI HD CAMERA IN LAPTOP ELECTRIC ADAPTOR

A professional device that disrupts microphones in its vicinity.
Using this device, which uses ultrasonic waves, ordinary
microphones, such as cell phones and recording devices, laser
microphones and directional microphones can be disturbed.

Hidden Wi-Fi HD camera integrate inside a laptop electric adaptor. Enables to transmission of
video & audio by Wi-Fi to a mobile phone (by App) or to computer.
Can be alerted motion. Supports 64 GB SD card.
Operates by: 3.7v - 220v

3G

HIDDEN HD CAMERA WITH WI-FI IN
SMOKE DETECTOR

3G

Hidden HD camera with wi-fi that integrate inside a
smoke detector. Enables video&audio transmission
and can be operated also by P2P up to 25 meters,
with motion detection alert, schduale recording. video
broadcast by App or by web interface. Ideal for tactical
operations.
Operates up to 12 hours in field.
Option to add additional battery.
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RF AUDIO TRANSMITTERS
R9 RECEIVER

AUDIO TRANSMITER LINE

Analog RF audio receiver operates on 418
or 433 frequencies. Works on 9v battery or
by electricity supply 7-24 VOLTS. 2 outputs
for audio recorder and headset. On-off and
volume control switch.

■■Analog RF Audio transmitters.
■■Functions on 418 or 433 frequencies.
■■Bug coin with 3v battery for 48 hours of transmitting, 3.7v bug,
and 220v bug for electricity of fix line bug.

RECEIVER INTEGRATED INTO SONY
RECORDER
■■Analog RF Audio receiver, integrate inside a Sony audio
recorder.
■■Operates on 418 or 433 frequency.
■■Works on 2 AAA batteries or by electricity supply 5v.
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GPS

GPS TRACKING SYSTEM
Tactical GPS system with additional battery for more
than a month of operating and a small bag with high
power magnet for under cars mounting.
Control on the system is via an application or PC
interface. Provides position intervals between 1-120
minutes, moving alert, virtual fence etc. Operates on
rooming sim card worldwide.

TRACKING BOX WITH GPS & GSM
13cm x13cm box with various surveillance and
supervision systems for a 3 months operation. The
GPS may be operated worldwide with a roaming card,
controlled via an app or web interface. The unit can
broadcast at 1-120 minutes intervals. Provide motion
alert.
The GSM listening system provides real-time audio,
operating at 850/900/1800/1900 frequencies.
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NANO TRACKING DEVICE OPRATE BY GSM / WI-FI /
BLUETOOTH
Nano GPS tracking device in a size of SD card and in a thickness of 4mm.
This unike device can transmit his location by gsm and in a case of no signal by wi-fi or bluetooth
with no password needed.
With a lower power consumption and roaming Simm card (included, this is one of the leading
devices available in the market. Friendly tracking interface using an APP or web browser.

BELT BUCKLE WITH HIDDEN
GPS TRACKING DEVICE
Belt buckle with hidden integrated GPS for
security of the person who wears the belt.
Recommended in kidnaps and emergency
events. By pressing on the hidden alarm button
the position will send to people that defined.
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